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Golden, CO - Ahoy! Mobile K9 Aquatics is on the road and is going to the dogs. The 
first truck and crew set sail on their maiden voyage last week and have begun to stir 
interest in their one-of-a-kind mobile aquatic dog-walking service. 
 
Using the natural properties of water such as buoyancy and resistance, along with heat, 
the Mobile K9 Aquatics treadmill system is a tool that can improve the lives of canines 
of all ages by fulfilling their exercise requirements.  It’s also a fantastic way to bring 
about more movement to reduce pain from arthritis in your older furry friends. This 
treadmill also creates a low-impact workout to help athletic dogs increase muscle 
strength, tone and endurance without the damaging effects of land-based exercise.  
 
Based out of Golden, Colorado the Mobile K9 Aquatics crew will come to you. No more 
struggling to get an elderly, injured, large breed, or just plain stubborn dog in and out of 
the car. “I am so grateful for this service coming to me and my four-legged family. The 
ease and effectiveness of this service is bringing us all so much joy. I still cannot believe 
that it only takes about 7 minutes to get my active Poodle tired, and he doesn’t seem to 
be sore afterwards, like he was after our walks through the neighborhood”, says Lauren 
Clark, a now “devoted” client. “Thank you, Mobile K9 Aquatics!” 
 
Meanwhile, the company owners are preparing to open this amazing service to 
franchise. In a state with dogs that are as active as their owners, there is great potential 
to see a full fleet of these trucks rolling into neighborhoods all over Colorado, and 
beyond! Would you like to learn more and unlock the power of water?  
 
To learn more about this amazing new company and service, contact 
mobilek9aquatics@gmail.com.  
Or call 720-600-2227 
You may also visit www.mobilek9aquatics.com 
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